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We had hoped to see the SPX record a new all‐time high during our two week
hiatus and were not disappointed. This may not be one of the more interesting
markets to watch in real time but the power of its tortoise crawl higher is hard
to deny. The 2017 YTD return for the SPX is currently 11.88%, the highest return
through July 25th since 2013. With Q2 earnings once more running ahead of
expectations and a number of key companies beating by some margin there
seems to be sufficient positive news to keep things rolling forwards, particularly
since the FOMC and other central banks seem to be in no hurry to accelerate
tightening or remove existing stimulus.

As strong as the SPX’s performance has been, it is comfortably outstripped by
the NDX index which has gained 22.68%, fully recovering its June draw‐down
and the strongest 7 month performance since 2009. However, even the NDX
index has been unable to keep up with emerging markets, with the MXEF index
increasing 25.14% since the start of the year, also the best since the
turbocharged 2009 recovery.

As we have discussed before the MXEF index has two strong factors in its favor.
Firstly its large technology weighting means that it well positioned to benefit
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from investor enthusiasm and the strong global flows into this sector. An
equally important factor has been the weakness of the USD, which is
currently experiencing its worst start to a year since 2002. Unlike 2002 this is
not a savage bear market for US assets and nor is there much evidence of
global capital fleeing the US. However, we did end 2016 with a headlong
rush into the USD based on some rather wishful thinking about the new
administration which came on the back of a strong recovery from its mid‐
year trough.

Despite its large 2017 drawdown the DXY index at 93.4 remains higher than
its 2016 low at 91.9 and the odds seem reasonable that this level will hold in
the face of the current decline. However, the comfortable assumption that
the USD would be a safe currency to hold investments now seems to have
been considerably undermined, and the post‐election peak now has the
look of the dollar bull market’s terminus rather than the start of a new leg
higher. We continue to believe that the USD will be a source of portfolio
drag for the remainder of the year, even though we are probably due some
sort of an intermediate bounce against major currencies.
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Regarding emerging markets, however, there is still potentially further to run,
with many of the major currencies still far below their levels of 3 years ago.
Emerging market currencies have always been strongly correlated to investor
flows, which seem likely to continue to chase these markets higher. Indeed it
was notable that in the aftermath of a fairly anodyne FOMC statement it was
emerging market equities that saw their prices bid higher on Wednesday
afternoon.

One final factor that may be turning in emerging market’s favor is commodity
pricing. We have made the point before that due to the large technology
weighting and steep decline in commodity related market caps, the MXEF
index has become far less sensitive to commodity prices. Indeed the recent
break higher by the MXEF has coincided with significant liquidation across the
commodity complex. There are now clear signs that commodity prices may
have bottomed and certain sectors such as industrial metals may actually be at
the start of a period of sustained gains. Even though stronger commodity prices
are not a requirement for emerging markets we would still view them as a
positive, particularly given that the catalyst appears to be a belated recognition
that China is experiencing a robust and stable recovery.

We are of course aware that easy markets do not last forever, but there is
generally a clear reason why they end, and a reasonable warning period for
those that are vigilant. Even the sudden 1987 crash was foreshadowed by
gyrations in the treasurymarket while the less violent (but still sudden) declines

of 1997 and 1998 should not have come to a surprise for anyone that had been
following the news in Thailand or Russia respectively. At the moment we
struggle to think of an immediate catalyst for a sudden correction. It is possible
that the USD’s decline could become a disorderly rout that destabilizes
markets, but this would presumably involve further appreciation of emerging
markets and commodities before it became convulsive. We have also been
concerned that powerful risk asset returns would provoke flight from haven
assets such as treasuries, but so far returns in fixed income have been sufficient
to keep funds anchored. For the time being the path of least resistance remains
higher with current performance trends more likely to be sustained than mean
revert.



S&P 500

When we last wrote two weeks ago the SPX had just broken out of the short term corrective downtrend that had been in place since the
previous record closing high of 2,453.46 registered on June 19th. Only two days later the index bettered that level and closed at a new record
high. Over the past 8 trading sessions the large cap index has followed through to the upside, crawling higher in a stair step fashion and
yesterday the SPX eked out another record close at 2,477.83. MACD turned in the second week in July and is now tracking higher in positive
territory. Our thesis that a breach of resistance at 2,450 would open up the way for a test of 2,500 remains unchanged although resistance at
that round number may prove to be significant. We now mark first support at previous resistance at 2,450 and second at the rising 50‐day ma
which at the close of yesterday’s trading session was at 2,431.39.
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NASDAQ 100

The criteria we set out in our last note for the NDX to be out of the woods was that the high tech index would have to re‐take the ground above
the lower high established on June 26th. This was accomplished last Tuesday when the index closed up +40.36 points or +0.69% at 5,880.16 and
the follow through the next session drove the NDX to a new record closing high (5,921.52). The gains since then have been a bit more muted
but nevertheless the index closed at another record high yesterday (5,950.73). MACD reflects the sharp turnaround from the early July lows and
is tracking comfortably in positive territory. It might be considered a “big ask” considering the gains registered over the past two weeks but
round number resistance at 6,000 seems like reasonable target. We nowmark first support at 5,720 and second 5,600.
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Russell 2000

The RTY had every excuse to trade lower in sympathy with its larger cap brethren in June but the index continued to grind sideways holding key
support at its rising 50‐day ma. On Wednesday of last week the RTY broke out above its 7‐month trading range. Over the past five trading
sessions the small cap index has held on to the ground above the range and has quietly pushed higher to close at a record high on Tuesday at
1,450.39 in concert with the best volume (not shown here) since early in the month. MACD has broken the trend of lower highs since the start of
the year and is tracking constructively higher. We continue to mark first support at the rising 50‐day ma and second at the bottom of the
trading range and the rising 200‐dayma which closed yesterday at 1,359.39
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VXO

The VXO index has started to resemble the feats of Shemika Charles (the “undisputed” Queen of limbo), reaching levels unseen in the 31‐year
history of the index. Tuesday’s sessions included an official closing print at 6.32, but this looks to be an erroneous data point (closing prices for
the VXO index have been very erratic in recent weeks) and we would treat 7.37 as a more realistic low. This is still low enough to break the prior
record and Wednesday’s close at 7.56 does the same on a closing basis even through the Tuesday print will be the one that the history books
follow.

In either case we watched history being made this week with the lowest price paid for future volatility. It is perhaps of some note that call
options remain much cheaper than put options in the current environment (the VXO and VIX include both in their calculations) and so downside
protection is a little more expensive than the headline index suggests. Our view remains that it will take some exogenous force to break this
cycle, but with the FOMC on hold and earnings so far on track for another strong quarter it is not clear where this negative shock will come
from.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

When we last wrote the MXEF had just broken out of a two month trading range to a new recovery high. The rally extended its gains into the
middle of last week and since then the index has been tracking sideways digesting its gains. That said, the index did manage a new intraday
recovery high during yesterday’s session before pulling back late in the day. The MXEF has gotten a little ahead of itself but not to the point of
concern. MACD has confirmed the new recovery high in price and is flattening in concert with the slowing of the price advance. We believe the
1,100 level is a reasonable target, although a continuation of the current consolidation or a short term correction may precede that objective.
We nowmark first support at 1,020 which aligns with the rising 50‐dayma and second at 1,000.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The 10 year treasury yield remains quite violent on an intraday basis but recent moves have cancelled themselves out meaning that
Wednesday’s close at 2.29% was only 1 bp below the level when we wrote two weeks ago. Our view is that an important low was established 6
weeks ago when the yield briefly touched 2.10%, but the yield is yet to look ready to force its way above 2.40%. If the 10‐year yield is to break
above this level it seems likely that this will be part of a global move towards higher yields, particularly the German Bund, which is toying with
its own resistance at 0.60%, a level that has not been comfortably surpassed since the end of 2015. In the meantime support at 2.20% looks
solid, with June’s low capable of holding any deeper probe lower.
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US Dollar

The trends observed in the DXY the last time we wrote have gone on to pick up steam, as the index continues to be being driven lower by
persistent EUR strength. Momentum as reflected in MACD has since probed deeper into negative territory, with the DXY having lost two points
over this time to close at 93.53 yesterday. A bounce off support at this level will likely find resistance at 96 and but in the event that it does not
hold, we would look to the 92 level as the next target to the downside. From a longer term perspective we would note that a breakdown past
the 92 level will likely mark an end to the USD “bull market” that began in mid‐2014.
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Gold

Gold has been able to take advantage of the weak USD to move back to the midway point of its recent range, closing Wednesday at $1,260.55,
its best level since mid‐June. Although this helps dispel the risk of a downside break lower the strength of the move higher is a little
disappointing against the context of a USD break down and there is little evidence of enthusiasm by gold investors behind the move, with ETF
holdings declining during the period of price gains. $1,300 therefore remains the level to watch, and only a move than extends comfortably
beyond this level would count as a genuine breakout. In the meantime gold continues to be a reasonable store of value for USD investors, as it
has been for other currency holders for most of the last 3 years.
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Crude Oil

Crude oil was driven higher this week by positive news flow on market fundamentals, breaking through short‐term resistance at its 50‐day ma.
The commodity is now approaching its next source of resistance at its 200‐day ma and would need to get past it in order to avoid remaining in a
series of lower highs, a technical pattern which will likely continue to pose a threat to long‐term support at the $42 level. Should crude fail at
this resistance, it would be up to first and second support at $46 and $44 respectively to prevent prices from experiencing a deeper pullback.
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Copper

After many months of tracking the mostly uneventful gyrations in copper prices, the metal this week finally went on to see an impressive two‐
day rally, gaining just over 5% through the earlier part of this week. Not only did this result in a solid break out through key round‐number
resistance at $6,000, the metal also managed to swiftly move past second resistance at its February high of $6,204. Copper now stands to face
its next resistance at $6,500, a level not seen since late 2014.
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The information provided herein represents the opinion of Marketfield and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a
guarantee of future results. This report is for informational purposes only, is not an offer to buy or sell any specific security, and is not
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